Abstract. We show that every stratifiable space has a cr-cushioned pair-base which is a function, and more generally, every linearly stratifiable space has a linearly cushioned pair-base which is a function. These results provide a correct proof for a theorem of Tamaño and Vaughan.
Introduction
Elastic spaces were introduced by Tamaño and Vaughan [TV] as a generalization of stratifiable spaces. Both kinds of spaces are defined in terms of a pair-base which has a cushion-type property. In [TV, Theorem 2 ], Tamaño and Vaughan claim (1) every subspace of an elastic space is elastic, and (2) every stratifiable space is an elastic space. The proofs of these statements, however, are in doubt because of an oddity in the definition of elastic space: Tamaño and Vaughan require that the pair-base not only have a cushion-type property but also be a function (or "map"). We call this an oddity because the definition of stratifiable space includes only a cushion-type property on the pair-base and does not require the pair-base to be a function. If one deletes the "function" requirement from the definition of Tamaño and Vaughan, then the proof of [TV, Theorem 2] goes through. On the other hand, with the "function" property included in the definition of elastic, the proofs of both parts of [TV, Theorem 2] seem to be very nontrivial.
In this paper we show that every stratifiable space has a rr-cushioned pair-base which is a function. This is a new result for stratifiable spaces and, moreover, shows that part (2) of [TV, Theorem 2 ] is true using their definition of elastic space. More generally, it is an open problem whether the two definitions of elastic are equivalent.
First we recall some definitions, letting X be a Hausdorff space throughout. A collection 3° = {P\P = (Px, Pf)} of pairs of subsets of X is a pair-base for X if each Px is open and, for each element x and each open set U containing x, there is a pair P in 3° for which x £ Px ç P2ç U. A collection 3° of pairs endowed with a linear order < is linearly cushioned if, for each <-majorized subcollection 3°' (that is, each subcollection which has an upper bound in 3°w ith respect to <), ClflJ^i) Q \J3B1, where ^ = {Pj\(Px,P2) £ 3°} for j = 1,2. For infinite initial ordinal a, the space X is stratifiable over a [V2] , or linearly stratifiable, if there is a linearly cushioned pair-base 3° for X and a is cofinal with 3d. Equivalently [V2] , a space (X, 77) is stratifiable over a iff there is a map S: ax3 -► 3 which satisfies the following where we write Sß(U) for S(ß,U):
(1) Cl(Sß(U)) ç U for every ß < a and every U in 3; (2) \J{Sß(U)\ß < a} = U for every U in 3; (3) if U ç W, then S>(tf) Ç ^(W) for every £ < a ; and (4) if ß < x < a, then Sß(U) C St(U) for every U in 3. Stratifiable spaces are those space which are stratifiable over co. Tamaño and Vaughan [TV] introduced elastic spaces as a generalization of linearly stratifiable spaces, defining X to be elastic iff X has a pair-base 3s which, as a set of ordered pairs, is a function and an order ~ defined on the set 3°x = {PX\(PX, P2) £ 3s} such that ( Proof. Suppose X is stratifiable over a. Well order the points of X as {xß\p < 6} , and well order the open sets of X as {0),|}'} . Pair by pair we will choose for X a pair-base 3s that is a function. At any time during the process of choosing the pairs, all pairs that have been chosen for 30 before that time will be referred to as "previously chosen pairs" and every set that is a coordinate of some previously chosen pair will be a "previously chosen set".
Step 1. First consider each open set Oy and, if some a-stratification element Sß(Oy) of Oy is equal to Oy, then choose the pair (Oy,Oy) to belong to 3° . Clearly, these pairs form a (possibly empty) function.
Step 2. For the first point xT at which there is an open set containing xT that contains no previously chosen open set that contains xT, choose the first such open set Oy(X).
Step 3. Let W be the collection consisting of all a-stratification elements Sß(i)(Oy(X)) of Oy(X), all a-stratification elements Sß(2)(Sß(X)(OyiX))) of each Sß(X)(Oy(X)), all a-stratification elements Sßcs)(Sß(2)(Sß(x)(Oy(X)))) of each Sß(2)(Sß{x)(Oy(X))), etc. Lexicographically order the collection of all possible arrays (k, ß(l),ß(2),ß(3), ... , ß(k)) where k £ N and ß(i) < a for each i. For each element C of ? there is at least one array, and possibly many arrays, (k, ß(l), ß(2), ß(3),... , ß(k)), for which C is equal to the a-stratification element Sß(k)(---(Sß^(Sß(2)(Sß(X)(Oy(X)))))). With each C in W associate the first such array and order the elements of ^ according to the lexicographic order of their associated arrays. This order ~ will be a well order on
The -least element of ^ that contains xT will be 5^-(i)(Oy(1)) where ß'(l) is the least ordinal less than a for which xT belongs to Sß>(X)(0YiX)). By choice of Oy(X), Sßi(X)(Oy(X)) is not a previously chosen set; choose (Sßi(X)(Oy(X\), Oy(X)) to belong to 3°. Continuing to consider the elements of ^ in order by ~, for each ß > ß'(l) for which Sß(Oy(X)) is not a previously chosen set, choose the pair (5^ (0^(1) ), Oy^) to belong to 3° . After all a-stratification elements Sß(Oy(X)) of OytX) have been considered, the ~-least element of ^ that contains xT but is not previously chosen will be Sß>(2)(Sß>(X)(0Y(X))) where ß'(2) is the least ordinal for which xT belongs to Sßi(2)(Sß'{X)(0Y(X))). By choice of OyiX), the set Sßn2)(Sß>[X)(0YfX))) can be neither OyiX) nor Sß(Oy(X)) for ß > ß'(l). Choose the pair (Sß,{2)(Sßl{X)(Oy{x))), Sß,(x)(0Y(X])) to belong to 3°a nd, as above, for each ß > ß'(2), choose (Sß(Sß>(X)(OyiX))), Sß>iX)(OyiX))) to belong to 3° if Sß(Sßi(X)(0Y(X})) is not a previously chosen set that contains xT. Continue through ^, each time choosing the ~-least element C of ? that contains xT but is not previously chosen. Each such C is an a-stratification element of some previously chosen element C of W ; choose (C, C) to belong to 3° . Continue the process through the well-ordered set fê or until a set C is reached where all a-stratification elements Sß(C) have been previously chosen. The collection 30 is still a function because, when any pair is chosen for 3°, its first coordinate is not a previously chosen set that contains xT.
Step 4. If one exists, choose the first open set Oy^2) that contains the point xT but contains no previously chosen set that contains xT. Repeat Step 3 on the collection of a-stratification elements of Oy (2), a-stratification elements of a-stratificaton elements of Oy (2) , etc.
Repeat
Step 4, choosing open sets 0Y^) containing xT but no previously chosen set that contains xT and repeating Step 3 for each, until every open set that contains xT contains a previously chosen set that contains xT. All the pairs that have been chosen from the beginning of Step 2 to this point and all coordinates of those pairs are said to have been chosen for xT.
Step 5. If the collection of previously chosen pairs does not form a pair-base for X, let Xfi be the first point of X at which this collection does not contain a local pair-base. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for xM and then repeat Step 4 for x^ until every open set that contains xß contains a previously chosen set that contains X¡x . Now the collection 3° of all previously chosen pairs is a function, because when a pair is included in 3° its first coordinate must not be previously chosen and by the following 3° is a pair-base for X. If element x of X belongs to open set U, then U must contain a previously chosen set that contains x, for otherwise Step 5 would have been repeated at x. Since the order in which the previously chosen sets were chosen is a well order, let W be the first previously chosen set such that x G W ç U. If (W, W) does not belong to 3°, suppose W was chosen for the point xß . Let Ç < a be the first ordinal suchthat S[(W) contains both x and x^. Since Sr(W) is not equal to W, then Sr(W) cannot have been chosen before W by choice of W. Now either (a) W is one of the sets O chosen in Step 2 or at the beginning of Step 4 or (b) W is of the form Sß(k)(Sß(k_x)(---(Sß(2)(Sß(X)(0)))---)) for some set O and some array (k, ß(l), ß(2), ß(3),..., ß(k)). In case (a), any set chosen after W but before Sr(W) must have the form Sß(W) with ß < Ç and, not containing both x and xß , cannot be equal to Sr(W). In case (b), a set V chosen after W is chosen but before S[(W) is considered must have either (1) the form Sß(Sß{k_X)(---(Sß(2)(Sß(X)(0)))---)) for some ß > ß(k) or (2) the form Sß(W) for some ß < Ç. In case (1), the fact that V is chosen implies that W is a proper subset of V so that Sç(W) is not equal to V. In case (2), if V = Sß(W) with ß < Ç then, as in case (a), V could not contain both x and Xft and could not be equal to Sr(W). This meansthat, at the time when the a-stratification elements of W were being considered with respect to xß , the set Sr(W) was not previously chosen and the pair (S[(W), W) was chosen then to belong to 3>. Thus x G Si(W) ç W ç U and (S((W), W) belongs to 3° , and 3° is a pair-base for X.
Next we need a linear order on 3° ; we will use an order analogous to that described in the proof of Theorem 2 [TV] . Every pair of 3° has the form (Pi, P2) where Px is Sß(P2) for some ß < a. For each ß < a, let 3°ß = {(Pi, Pi) € 3°\PX = Sß(P2)} and let <ß be a well-order for 3Bß. Order b y < where P < P' for P and 7" in 3° iff P £ 3Bß , P' £ 3>p, and either ß < ß' or (ß = ß' and P <ß P'). Then < is a linear order on 3°. If 3°' is a <-majorized subcollection of 3° , then, for some ordinal ß* < a, 3°' is a subset of (J^* ^z? • Then
Thus 3° is linearly cushioned. Since the collection 3° of pairs of open sets is a function, 3° is the desired pair-base. D Since 3° being a linearly cushioned pair-base with co cofinal with 3° is equivalent to 30 being a cj-cushioned pair-base, we have the following result for stratifiable spaces.
Corollary 2. A stratifiable space has a o-cushioned pair-base that is a Junction.
Corollary 3. A linearly stratifiable space is elastic. Proof. By Theorem 1, suppose a linearly stratifiable space X has a linearly cushioned pair-base 3° which is a function. Using the given linear order < on 3s, define ~ on 3>x by Px ~ P[ iff (Px, P2) < (P[, P2'). Since 3° is a function, ~ is a linear order on 3°x and therefore satisfies (a) and (b) of the definition of an elastic space. If 3°[ is a subcollection of 3°x ~-majorized by P'7 , then {P £ 3°\PX £ 3°[} is a subcollection of 3> <-majorized by (P{', P2") and CldJ^') Q\JP2-Thus, (3°, ~) is an elastic base for X. D 
